Density functional theories of surface interactions in salt solutions.
Most current density functional theories rely upon the presence of hard cores, also between ions of like charge. These hard cores should in principle reflect exchange repulsion. However, by the way in which these theories are formulated, the hard cores effectively determine the range of ion-ion correlations. This is because the mutual repulsion between like-charged ions is truncated below the corresponding hard sphere diameter. In most relevant applications, at least those related to ion correlations and surface forces in colloidal dispersions, exchange repulsion between like-charged ions is unimportant. This can easily be demonstrated by simulations. Unfortunately, the hard cores can in practice serve as fitting parameters in calculations with traditional density functional theory. In this work, we present alternative density functional theories to describe aqueous salt solutions. In these approaches, an approximation of the relevant "Coulomb hole" that results from correlations between like-charged ions is calculated for the system under study. Hence, our theories are completely free from fitting parameters, and the results are appropriately insensitive to the exchange repulsion acting between ions of like charge. The theories are evaluated by comparing predictions with simulation data, with an emphasis on ion correlations and surface interactions.